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SUMMARY
The 0.5 - 0.35 micron CMOS technologies used at the MOS4you division of Philips
Semiconductors Nijmegen are processed on silicon wafers consisting of a thin. relatively low
doped epitaxial layer on a highly doped substrate. A significant wafer cost price reduction can
be obtained by omitting the epitaxial layer and processing the CMOS devices on bulk wafers.
Although beneficial from a cost point of view, processing on bulk wafers will negatively
affect amongst others the latch-up performance of the circuit.
We have used TCAD simulations to assess the latch-up characteristics of a CMOS device on
both epi and bulk wafers. In particular the effect of a Buried Implanted layer for Lateral
Isolation (BILL!), which has been claimed to result in epi equivalent latch-up performance on
bulk wafers, will be addressed. TSUPREM-4 is used to create CMOS structures and MEDICI
is used to extract their latch-up performance. The CMOS technology as used in the
simulations resembles the actual process flow as closely as possible. To this end, several
modifications to an existing input deck of TSUPREM-4 have been implemented. Contact
salicidation and substrate biasing appeared to be critical issues.
The latch-up performance can be characterized in particular by the holding voltage and the
trigger current. A comparison of measured and simulated data shows a good and quantitative
agreement for the holding voltage, but only a qualitative agreement for the trigger currents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The 0.5 - 0.35 micron CMOS technologies used at the MOS4you division of Philips
Semiconductors Nijmegen are processed on epitaxial wafers. These wafers consist of a
relatively low doped epitaxial layer which is grown on a highly doped Czochralski substrate.
The cost of these wafers is relatively high because of the epi layer. Therefore, the wafer cost
price can be reduced by omitting the epitaxial layer and directly process the CMOS device on
bulk wafers. In epi wafers, the low resistive substrate underneath the thin epi layer is very
effective in decreasing the susceptibility to latch-upl. Bulk wafers are, therefore, more
amenable to latch-up. A high energy implantation to create a Buried Implanted Layer for
Lateral Isolation (BULl) has been proposed to result in an epi equivalent latch-up
performance on bulk wafers [1]. TCAD simulations consisting of TSUPREM-4 process and
MEDICI device simulations, have been used to study the latch-up behavior of the 0.5 micron
MOS4you CMOS on epi, bulk and bulk with BllLI wafers. This work continues an earlier
study by Dr. M. Van Dort who already wrote an input deck for the simulations and assessed
the latch-up performance of a CMOS circuit. Several modifications to the existing input deck
to bring the simulated process flow in better agreement with the actual process will be
addressed. Furthermore, not only the latch-up behavior of a CMOS circuit but also the
electrical characteristics of the individual parasitic bipolar transistors have been investigated
to improve our understanding of the phenomena involved.
Chapter 2 discusses the relevant theory of latch-up and gives a survey of some fundamental
bipolar transistor physics. Chapter 3 describes the modifications I proposed and their effect on
the electrical behavior of individual parts and the investigated CMOS circuit. Chapter 4
presents the results of the latch-up simulations done before and after the modifications.
Chapter 5 contains the conclusion and in chapter 6 some recommendations are given for
further investigation.
The work reported here was done at the MOS4you division of Philips Semiconductors
Nijrnegen from April - October 1997. It is part of my final assignment for the degree in
electrical engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology.

I Latch-up is a phenomenon inherent to CMOS circuits which can be triggered in many different ways. It
maintains a low resistive path between the low and high supply voltage which results in a high current density in
the CMOS circuit. This at least disturbs the normal CMOS operation but sometimes even destroys the circuit.
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2. THEORY
Latch-up is a well-known phenomenon inherent to CMOS circuits. When a CMOS circuit is
in latch-up a low-resistive path is present between the high and low supply voltage. This
results in a large current which can disturb the normal operation or even destroy the circuit.
Latch-up is actually caused by two complementary parasitic bipolar transistors. These bipolar
transistors are created during the CMOS fabrication process. In normal operation the parasitic
bipolar transistors are both non-conducting. However, due to for instance a voltage overshoot
at an I/O terminal, one of the transistors can be turned on. Next its current can switch on the
other one to form a positive feedback loop, which can sustain latch-up.
Latch-up triggering is explained in section 2.1 by a CMOS inverter example. Some common
latch-up information has been collected in section 2.2. The latch-up circuit is discussed in
section 2.3 and a survey of the used bipolar transistor physics is given in section 2.4.

2.1 Latch-up triggering
To bring a CMOS circuit [10] in latch-up, a trigger signal is needed. After a possible trigger
event the circuit will either end up in latch-up or swing down to normal operation. The basics
of latch-up will be explained by the discussion of a trigger example. Here a voltage overshoot
on the output node of a CMOS inverter occurs (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Cross section and bias conditions of a twin well epi layer CMOS inverter
A voltage drop which forward biases the drain-pwell junction is assumed. This is n+triggering. When Vout drops at least about O.6V below Vss the drain-pwell junction becomes
forward biased. As a result, electrons are injected into the pwell. The electrons diffuse
through the pwell and p-type epi layer towards the nwell. This is a p-n junction reversed
biased by the supply voltage.
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The electric field over its space charge region will force the electrons to move into the nwell.
This lowers the potential near the border and causes an electric field which guides the
electrons to the nwell contact. By this the lower potential will extend towards the nwell
contact and reach the PMOST source. When the electron current is so large that the potential
underneath the PMOST source drops by at least about O.6V, the source-nwell junction
becomes also forward biased and holes are injected into the nwell. The holes can reach the
pweU contact in the same way as the electrons reached the nwell contact. When this hole flow
can increase the potential beneath the source of the NMOST by at least about O.6V above Vss
by its own, the source-pwell junction will be kept forward biased, even when the triggering
stops, since a positive feedback loop has been formed.
Now we have reached the trigger point and we define the corresponding current through the
trigger contact as the n +-trigger current. From here the electron and hole currents will continue
to increase, without triggering, till the CMOS ends up in the stable low impedance state called
latch-up.
2.2 Latch-up tenninology
The theory of latch-up -summarized in this chapter- is well-known. However, there are many
different techniques to characterize latch-up and none of them is commonly accepted. This
also results in little agreement about the latch-up terminology and its meaning. The sections
below present the definitions as were used in this study [3].
2.2.1 Trigger point
During the transition from normal operation to latch-up the I-V condition on the trigger
contact follows the trigger curve shown in Figure 2.2. Point A is at normal CMOS operation
with very low currents. At point B a positive
feedback loop has been formed which causes the
Log Inem
current to raise while the absolute voltage is
E
lowered. This point is called the trigger point.
The current at this point is called the trigger
D
_---f~-B
current which is a frequently used parameter in
latch-up characterization. It is the current needed
through the trigger contact to induce latch-up.
Because of the negative resistance, a transit to
Trigger point
point C is made when the triggering collapses.
From point C on, where the trigger pulse has
A
passed, the CMOS circuit is in latch-up because
)
here the current is still high while the voltage on
Vnem
the trigger contact is zero again. Point C has the
OV
same bias conditions as point A.
Figure 2.2 I-V characteristic for n+triggering
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From point D on, the current is so high that the gain of the earlier mentioned feedback loop is
lower than unity. This is caused by high injection effects in the parasitic bipolar transistors
and large voltage drops over several resistive areas. Finally, at E, the CMOS circuit is biased
as in point A but runs at a high current.
Triggering by means of a voltage overshoot on the p+-doped drain, p+-triggering, can be
explained in a similar way. The current through the contact at the moment of triggering is
then called p+-trigger current.

2.2.2 Holding point
When the CMOS circuit is in latch-up a low resistive path is present between Vs.~ and Vdd
which results in a large current. When the supply
current is sufficiently lowered, the CMOS will, when
Log Ipmos
not damaged, transit from latch-up to normal
EL'_---operation. During this transition a I-V curve like
depicted in Figure 2.3 is followed, sometimes called
C:
the downswing curve. When we depict this curve in I ho1d - - I:~
II
the trigger graph it forms a vertical line at Vtrig=O.
:I
H~lding point
Also, the points A, C and E in the downswing curve
correspond to respectively A, C and E in the trigger
curve. The point on the downswing curve which
separates latch-up and normal operation is called the
holding point. It is the minimum supply voltage at
which latch-up can be maintained. Therefore, when
V nmo«
OV Vhold
3.6V
the holding voltage is higher than the supply voltage
the CMOS circuit will always return to normal
operation after triggering and therefore it is called
latch-up free. The above curve and therefore the
Figure 2.3 Downswing I-V curve
holding point is independent of the preceding trigger
signal.
I
I
I

I

I

2.3 The parasitic circuit
In a CMOS circuit several parasitic transistors are present. Two bipolar transistors which
have a important role in latch-up are indicated in Figure 2.1. For the latch-up characterization
a simplified CMOS circuit with so called 'lumped elements' is used. Figure 2.4 gives the
lumped element CMOS circuit, here the drains are omitted, their function has been taken over
by the remaining accompanying sources. This does not only simplify things but also has the
advantage to yield worst case results because it minimizes the spacing between adjacent n+and p+-contacts. We call the remaining sources the P-emitter (Pem) and N-emitter (Nem)
from now on, because of their role in the triggering.
Figure 2.4 also shows the parasitic circuit consisting of the two parasitic bipolar transistors
and some equivalent bulk resistances. One transistor is formed by the Pem, nwell and a
certain part of the epi layer and is called the parasitic vertical bipolar pnp transistor or V-pnp.
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The other transistor is formed by the Nem, and a certain part of the pwell and nwell and is
called parasitic lateral bipolar npn transistor or L-npn.
A closer study of Figure 2.4 shows that the base of the V-pnp is connected to the collector of
the L-npn and that the base of the L-npn is connected to the collector of the V -pnp. In this
way, a positive feedback loop is formed in which either one transistor may trigger the other
transistor into conduction after an external trigger pulse.
and RPwell represent the resistances formed by the bulk silicon between the actual base
and their contacts. Repil represents the resistance experienced by holes which travel from the
collector of the V-pnp to the base of the L-npn.
In the case of 'epi CMOS' the collector current of the V-pnp is shunted by the highly doped
and therefore low resistive substrate (Rsub). In 'bulk CMOS' there is no such low resistive
area present. Therefore special measures like for instance the earlier mentioned BILU are
necessary.
R Nwell

The n+/p+-spacing is defined as the minimum distance between the Pem and the Nem. The
spacing dependency of the holding voltage and trigger currents gives the latch-up
performance as a function of the CMOS dimensions. A first estimation of this dependency
can be made with the relations mentioned in the next section.

Figure 2.4 Lumped element CMOS as simulated by TSUPREM-4. The parasitic circuit
with the two bipolar transistors and equivalent resistors is added.
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2.3.1 Latch-up predictive relations
When we consider latch-up in CMOS we would like to have explicit relations for the holding
voltage and trigger currents. However, due to the many possible configurations, their use is
limited. Therefore the few relations which tend to predict the latch-up performance data do
not give absolute values but only a coarse approximation. In addition, these relations use
values of the equivalent resistances which are very hard to determine because they do not
only depend on doping distributions but also on the biasing of the CMOS. A good
approximation can be obtained from saturation region modeling [2J. However, the saturation
region model also uses the values of the equivalent resistances, therefore we have only used it
to qualitatively predict the holding voltage and trigger currents. When we do not take the
effect of high injection into account and make the following assumptions:
a) The forward current gain of the L-npn Clt'n= 1 at the holding point.
b) The small signal current gain of the V-pnp (X.fps= 1 at the n +-trigger point.
c) The small signal current gain of the L-npn cx,fns= I at the p+ -trigger point.
The relations initially obtained from the model can be simplified to:
Vhold'"

{I

J

I
+Rep;
--

Equation 2.1

Rpwell

Equation 2.2

Equation 2.3
where A, Band C are in Volt and independent of Repil.
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2.4 Common emitter current gain of the forward active bipolar transistor
This section gives a survey of the fundamental bipolar transistor physics [9] needed to
understand the effect of changes in the length and doping of the emitter and the base, on the
common emitter current gain ~ of the forward active bipolar transistor.

2.4.1 Effect of the emitter length and doping on ~ of the forward active pnp transistor
Figure 2.5 gives the minority carrier distribution in the base and emitter of a forward biased
active pnp transistor. Also shown is the minority carrier electron current density JnB .
collector

emitter

Xo

XI

X2

X3

Figure 2.5 Emitter diffusion current in the forward active bipolar pnp transistor
The minority carrier concentrations are linear because both emitter and base region are
assumed to be short compared to the diffusion length of the minority carriers.
JnE is caused by electrons which diffuse in the emitter at X=XI owing to the gradient of the
minority carrier electron concentration nE(x). JnE is determined by
J
liE

= D d(nE(X»1
e E
d
X

Equation 2.4
x=x 1

where DE is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient of the minority electrons in the emitter. So JnE
is proportional with the slope of the minority carrier electron concentration at the edge of the
space charge region in the emitter. With complete ionization nE(xl) is determined by

nE (XI )

eVEB)'
=n EO ex - With n EO =-ni

~

2

NA

kT

Equation 2.5

where nj is the intrinsic electron concentration and NA is the acceptor concentration in the
emitter. When infinite surface recombination at the emitter contact at X=Xo is assumed then
nE(xO) becomes zero and J nE is approximated by
J
nE

=eD d(nE(x»
E
dx

I
X=Xl

==eD nE(xl)-nE(xO ) == eDEnj2 ex (eVEB)
E
_
N AI't'E
tIT
P kT
Xl
Xo

Equation 2.6

where WE= (XI-XO) is the emitter width. From this equation we can directly see what the
effect of a small change in NA or WE is on the common emitter current gain ~pnp. Because JoE
adds to the base current while the collector current keeps unchanged and ~pnp is determined
by lelIB •
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2.4.2 Effect of the base length and doping on ~ of the forward active npn transistor
Figure 2.6 gives the lineairized minority carrier distribution in a forward active npn transistor.
So we have made the same assumptions as in the previous section. Also shown in this picture
are the current densities JnC and JR.
emitter

base

collector

~~----------~--~r--JnC

Xo

Figure 2.6 Base diffusion and b-e recombination current in the forward active npn
Jnc is caused by electrons which diffuse through the base because of the gradient of the

minority carrier electron concentration nB(x),
Jnc is determined by

- - D d(nB(x»
Jn C
-eB
dx

Equation 2.7

where DB is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient of the minority carrier electrons in the base.
So JnE is proportional with the slope of the minority carrier electron concentration in the base.
With complete ionization nB(x2) is determined by

Equation 2.8
where nj is the intrinsic concentration and NA is the acceptor concentration in the base.
When the electrons of Jnc reach the base collector junction they continue as a drift current
into the collector because of the electric field in the depletion region which makes ns(X3) very
small compared to nB(x2) and therefore JnC is approximated by
J nC -- -eD B d(nB(x»
dx

I

_

X-Xl

""

-eD B nB(x 3 ) -nB(x 2 )
X3 - x
2

::::: -

(eVBE)

eDBn; exp - - Equat'Ion 29
•

N AWB

kT

where W B = (X3-X2) is the base width.
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The current density JR is caused by the recombination of holes from the base and electrons
from the emitter in the forward biased B-E junction. It is detennined by

J R--

eWaEnj exp-(eVBE)
2'to

Equation 2.10

kT

where W BE =(X2-XI) is the width of the B-E space charge region and 'to the carrier lifetime.
With a fixed V BE, W BE mainly depends on the acceptor concentration in the base NA and the
donor concentration in the emitter N D •
From the previous two equations we can determine how the common emitter current gain Pnpn
is affected by a change of NA or W B. A change in JpC affects the collector and emitter current
and a change in JR affects the base and emitter current. Again I3npn is determined by lelIB. A
increase of NA or W B will decrease Jpc and therefore decrease I3npn. This effect is partly
compensated because it will also decrease JR and therefore decrease the base current.
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3. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
The computer simulations cover the whole range from wafer processing to latch-up
characterization. The semiconductor process simulations are done by TSUPREM-4 and the
device simulations are done by MEDICI, both from TMA. TSUPREM-4 is used to generate a
2-D configuration and doping profile for the CMOS structure and MEDICI is used to
determine its electrical properties.

3.1 IMEC-Norman program
Norman is a 'Simulation Experiment Sequencing System' developed at the Interuniversity
Micro-Electronics Center (IMEC). It automatically varies and substitutes parameters during
sequencing. The sequence part contains a list of UNIX commands which start the actual
simulation programs. After each process and device simulation the output files are stored. We
have used it to enable simulation sequences in which successively process and latch-up
simulation are performed while certain parameters like n+/p+-spacing and substrate type are
varied. An example of a TSUPREM-4 and MEDICI file integrated in the Norman
environment is given in appendix A. For more information about Norman we refer to the
IMEC Norman-Debora manual [7].
3.2 Process simulations
The process simulations are done by using version 6.4.0 of TSUPREM-4 [5]. This is a
advanced two-dimensional semiconductor process simulator. The input consists of a list of
steps resembling the actual process flow as closely as possible. During the simulation the
effect of the successive steps is determined by means of physical models. The output consists
of the topography and doping profiles of the created semiconductor device, both in two
dimensions. This section discusses those parts of the process simulation to which I proposed
modifications.
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3.2.1 Epitaxial and bulk wafer
The starting material for a so called 'epi wafer' is a CZ grown substrate, boron doped to a
level of Ie 19cm-3 • On this substrate, a 4J..lm thick epitaxial layer, Iel5cm- 3 boron doped, is
grown at a temperature well above IOOO°e. Due to this high temperature the boron of the CZ
substrate diffuses into the epi-Iayer. Figure 3.1 (left) gives the SIMS data of the boron
distribution under the NMOST gate of CMOS processed on a standard epi-wafer [8].
The top of the epi-Iayer is at x=O and directly on the right is the pwell doping profile.

B diffused from CZ
substrate into api-layer

1

i!1

20

.f

.l!

19

/

IS

!
J>

IS

o

2

4

15

Depth [Ilm]

8.110

1.16

2.18

:i.8.

Di.lol'fClS

.I.' __

4.B0

5.01

6.Be

on,,!

Figure 3.1 Wafer doping profile of real process (left) and simulation (right)
Figure 3.1 (right) gives the simulated boron distribution of the epi wafer. In order to obtain a
boron profile which corresponds with the SIMS data, it was necessary to lower the epi layer
thickness by O.15J..lm. This only changes the depth and not the shape of the boron doping
profile.
Figure 3.2 gives the 2-dimensional doping concentration of a bulk wafer with a BILLI
implant. This figure is similar to figure 2.4. except for the substrate.
u,cor.centr-ot;e oto.s'ClI·3·....
t:JllI,1"IiIjC'j

mIClI&'11l11,

G:J

i.IS-leU

1I1el"leze

W

lelb-JeP

alS"I'UlJ

II It17·1eU

Figure 3.2 Two dimensional doping profile of bulk CMOS with a BILLI
The bulk wafers are also CZ grown but are uniformly 1el5cm- 3 boron doped. To improve the
latch-up behavior on bulk wafers, a high energy. deep boron implant to create a Buried
Implanted Layer for Lateral Isolation (BILU) has been simulated.
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The boron implantation is done while the nwell mask is present. As a consequence the BILLI
is positioned next to the pwell and below the nwell. The boron implant dose may be as low as
3E13 cm-2 at an energy of 1.5 to 2MeV [I). In the simulations we have used the minimal dose
and an energy of 1.75MeV and 2.00MeV. The MeV BILLI implantation may result in damage
to the silicon crystal. As a result, the boron diffusion rate during subsequent high temperature
process steps may increase (transient enhanced diffusion). Also, the damage can result in
increased leakage currents. However, the final doping profiles of the simulations which
included damage did not show any difference with the profiles simulated without damage.
Apparently the dose is sufficiently low and therefore no appreciable damage is induced.
Finally we have used implantation table 593: fhg.he.boron. It contains implantation data for
boron implantations performed at energies from 0 - 8000 ke V and does not include damage.
Figure 3.3 gives a cross section of the nwell of the simulated doping profile of CMOS
processed on a bulk wafer with a BILLI.
Doping doorsnede Nwelt contact

..

,.
3.&1
OJa\QtlC9

4,,'e

5.e3

6,88

laICrO"8)

Figure 3.3 Doping profile through the nwell of a bulk wafer with BILLI
To reduce simulation time the substrate has been truncated at a depth of 10 ~m.
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3.2.2 LOCOS formation
The 0.5 )lm CMOS process uses a poly-buffered LOCOS isolation which results in a reduced
length of the 'birds beak'. A stack of nitride on amorphous silicon on thin pad oxide is used
to define the LOCOS free regions (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 LOCOS stack (left) and LOCOS after growth (right)
The LOCOS growth has been simulated by means of the VISCOUS model which includes the
viscous flow of the oxide during oxidation and also takes the oxide stress into account. Figure
3.5 shows a comparison of the real and simulated LOCOS shape.

Figure 3.5 Final LOCOS shape from simulation (left) and real processing (right).
The shape of the oxide at the silicon/oxide interface is important because of its influence on
the lateral doping profiles. There is no information available about these lateral profiles; we
have assumed that the corresponding shape of the LOCOS also results in accurate lateral
profiles.
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3.2.3 Arsenic implantation to realize the n+.regions.
The arsenic implantation used to realize the n+ regions for the n-well contact and the NMOST
source has been, in agreement wi th the process flow, done at the actual energy. For an arsenic
implantation the following three range statistics for the implant moment data are available in
TSUPREM-4: ARSENIC (5 - 11000 keY), DUAL.ARS (to - 1000 keY) and TR.ARSENIC
(15 - 180 keY). Initially the TR.ARSENIC data was used which resulted in the arsenic profile
given in figure 3-5 (left).
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Figure 3.6 Doping profde ofPem (left) and Nem (right)
The tail of the profile is caused by the TR.ARSENIC data which includes channeling and
results in a significant counterdoping of the pwell. Since the pwell forms the base of the Lnpn transistor, the counterdoping will affect the common emitter current gain of the L-npn
transistor and therefore the sensitivity to latch-up. However this tail is not realistic as
indicated by SIMS data [8]. A more realistic description of the doping profile is obtained by
using the ARSENIC implant data. The theoretical explanation is given in section 2.4.2 and
the change in the common emi tter current gain is discussed in section 3.3.2.
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3.2.4 Salicided contacts
The 0.5 J.1m process uses salicided contacts to lower the contact resistance. A salicided
contact is made by subjecting a deposited titanium/titanium-nitride layer to a hightemperature anneal. During the anneal the titanium reacts with and partly consumes the
underlying silicon layer and TiSh (salicide) is formed. The thickness of the resulting TiSi2
layer is an important parameter. It strongly affects the length of the emitter of the V-pnp.
Since the collector current strongly depends on this (section 2.4.1) also the common emitter
current gain Bvpnp is affected. The change in Bvpnp as a function of the TiSh layer thickness is
given in section 3.3.1.
In real processing the thickness of the TiSh layer is significantly affected by the cleaning of

the surface, the doping type of the silicon and the exact conditions of the following annealing
step. Therefore it is hardly possible to estimate the thickness of this layer using straight
forward kinetics. Figure 3.7 presents two SEM pictures of the 0.5 J.1m process, showing the
effective loss of silicon during the salicidation.

Figure 3.7 SEM pictures showing the effective loss of silicon during the salicidation
Both pictures are not from the same active area on the wafer but they can still be used to
determine the effective loss of silicon during salicidation. The left picture shows the total
silicon loss before salicidation due to oxidation and cleaning. From this we estimate that
300A of silicon has been lost before the source and drain implantations are performed. On the
right picture
the dark TiSh on the source/drain region can clearly be seen. Here a total of
o
about 930A is lost. This means that the salicidation consumes at least 600A of silicon from
the emitter of the V-pnp transistor.
0
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Figure 3.8 gives pictures of the same salicidation performed in TSUPREM-4. With this
information we have checked the simulations.
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Figure 3.8 Ti and TiSiz layer thickness before (left) and after (right) salicidation
The left picture shows silicon with 500A deposited titanium. During this deposition some
TiSh has already been formed. The silicon surface is at x=O. After the standard temperature
budget for salicidation, a TiSh layer with a thickness of 850A has been formed at the expense
of 675A of silicon which is in fair agreement with the actual results in figure 3.7.
Figure 3.9 shows that the silicon surface has moved towards the Pem-nwell junction after
salicidation. The resulting junction has a depth of about O.21J.lm. From this discussion it
becomes clear that TSUPREM-4 can accurately describe the salicidation process.
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Figure 3.9 Doping profile of Pem before (left) and after (right) salicidation
Unfortunately, one cannot define salicide layers in MEDICI and therefore it is not possible to
transfer the TS UPREM-4 structure to MEDICI without changing the salicide into another low
resistive material. Therefore, the salicidation was simulated in TSUPREM-4 by simply
etching 630A of silicon away from the contact regions.
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3.2.5 Epi CMOS sheet resistance
In table 1 the sheet resistance of the epi CMOS reported by TSUPREM-4 is compared to the
sheet resistance given in the Design Manual. The substrate and nwell sheet resistance are in
agreement. The simulated drain sheet resistances are too high. In fact the sheet resistance
reported by TSUPREM-4 is not reliable because the drains are very shallow and their doping
profiles are steep.
Table 1 Sheet resistance (Design Manual ClOOTM 3.01 vs. TSUPREM·4 simulations)
Sheet resistance in [Q/sq.J
Substrate P-type <100> CZ
U nsalicided p+-drain
Unsalicided n+-drain
Nwell under p+ (V=0)
[I)

CIOOTM Design Manual
nominal
-40'
+4016.7[1]
25.0
8.33
40
80
120
40
55
70
1.2K
1.5K
0.9K

Simulations
19.0
320
122
1. 14K

The manual reports 5/10/15 rnn.cm and the substrate thickness in the simulations is 6,J.m.
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3.3 Device simulations
The device simulations are done by version 2.3.1 ofTMA-MEDICI [6]. MEDICI uses the
structural geometry and doping profiles saved by TSUPREM-4. We not only used the above
to determine the electrical characteristics of the CMOS structure but also to assess the
behavior of the individual vertical pnp and lateral npn transistor.
Substrate contact biasing conditions
During simulation it turned out that the substrate potential fluctuates significantly when the
substrate contact was left open. This could only be solved by grounding the substrate contact.
Although this is in contrast with the situation during the measurements, where the substrate
contact was left open, it still approaches reality. This is due to the fact that the substrate to
pwell resistance on test wafers is much smaller than those on the simulated structures. On test
wafers the holes which reach the substrate are lost because they can reach the lowest potential
via the pwell which covers almost the whole wafer. In the simulations we only have the
simulated area which is much smaller (Figure 2.4).

3.3.1 The parasitic vertical bipolar pnp transistor
The salicidation of the contacts has already been discussed in section 3.2.4. The common
emitter current gain of the vertical transistor ~Vpnp strongly depends on the thickness of the
salicide on the contacts. The MEDICI input file to perform the simulations is in appendix C.
The TiSb layer decreases the effective emitter length which increases the base current while
the collector current remains constant. This can be understood by the theory discussed in
Section 2.4.1. In TSUPREM-4 the emitter shortening has been realized by a silicon etch of
630A from the contact areas. Figure 3.10 gives gummel plots, i.e. collector and base current
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Figure 3.10 Gummel plot showing Ie an IB for three different etch depth.
versus emitter voltage, for etch depths of 0, 300 and 7ooA. The figure on the right is a detail
of the left figure and shows an increasing base current with increasing etch depth and a
constant collector current.
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Figure 3.11 shows a good agreement between the measured [4] and simulated current gain
(Le. the ratio of collector and base currents) of the V -pnp, for a etch depth of about 6OOA.
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Figure 3.11 Vertical pnp current gain as a function of the contact etch depth
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3.3.2 The parasitic lateral bipolar npn transistor
The common emitter current gain ~Lnpn of the lateral bipolar transistor was analyzed with the
MEDICI input file in Appendix D. The simulated current gain for the lateral npn transistor is
given in figure 3.12. The plateau value of 45 was determined when using the ARSENIC data
in SUPREM-4 to describe the arsenic implantation as discussed in section 3.2.3. The
previously used TR.ARSENIC model results in a counterdoping of the pwell, Le. the base of
50
40
J! 30
l:
20

10

1&7

1&5

1&3

1&1

log Ie [A]

Figure 3.12 Final simulated gain of the L-npn
the npn, thereby decreasing the doping level of the base region and a plateau for the current
gain of approximately 200 was observed with MEDICI. Although the use of the ARSENIC
data significantly improves the simulation of the current gain, it is still well above the
experimentally observed value of 12 (Appendix E, n+/p+-spacing of 2.2 J..lm). The difference
is mainly caused by the base current which is too low in the simulations.
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Figure 3.13 shows a result of an examination of the current paths and potential distribution in
the lateral npn transistor. Darker tints indicate lower current densities, each equipotential line
indicates a potential change of 10%. Also the shunt function of the low resistive substrate,
starting at the horizontal equipotential line, can be observed. From the shown current density
distribution it became clear that the lateral transistor is not as "lateral" as would be expected.
Shortening of the emitter length as was done for the V-pnp and increasing the pwell and/or
epi layer doping were investigated in an attempt to lower the ~Lnpn' but had no significant
effect.
Nwell

OV

Pem
-1.SV

Nem
-2.3V

Pwell
-1.SV

Figure 3.13 Saved MEDICI solution viewed in Philips-Xidde. Shown are the current
density and the equipotential lines in a CMOS on a epi wafer.

However, we have not included in the simulation the recombination caused by the interface
states which are present at the silicon/oxide interface. It can be the cause for the deviations
because taking them into account will mainly increases the base current, i.e. the denominator
of the current gain. Also, the high current density along the interface in the middle of the
structure, observed in figure 3.13, indicates that this recombination can rather affect the base
current.
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3.3.3 Latch-up simulations
The latch-up simulations are performed to determine the holding voltage and the n+- and p+trigger current. The latch-up simulations start with the application of the supply voltage so
that the nwell- and Pem-contact are on the high supply voltage and the Nem-, pwell- and
substrate-contact are grounded. After this we trigger the CMOS with a voltage or current
ramp on the Pem- or Nem-contact. When the CMOS has been triggered into latch-up, the
voltage on the trigger contact is brought back to the initial value. After this the supply voltage
is lowered to determine the holding voltage.
The sharp bending and the high currents of the I-V curves often caused the MEDICI curve
tracing to fail. Therefore four different methods are used to determine those parts of I-V
curves from which the steady state(s.s.) latch-up data can be read. The methods used for n+triggering are:

i-Steady state voltage continuation
-S.s. voltage continuation method on
the Nem contact.
Figure 3.14 gives the resulting I-V curve.
This method was hardly of any use in tracing
the I-V characteristic.
2-Transient voltage triggering
-Transient ramp to v(Nem) = -I V
-Transient ramp to v(Nem) = OV
-S.s. solve for V(Nem) = OV
3- Transient current triggering
-Transient ramp to i(Nem) = -I e-IA
-S .s. voltage continuation on the Nem
contact to V(Nem) = OV
-S.s. solve for V(Nem) =OV
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Figure 3.14 N+ -trigger curve determined by
MEDICI. The points on the curve are the actual
steady state solutions.

4-Combination of steady state voltage and transient current triggering
-S .s. voltage decrease of V(Nem) till MEDICI fails to converge at the trigger point.
-Transient current increase of Ii(Nern) I by O.2e-4 A to pass the sharp bending.
-S.s. solve for V(Nem) =OV
Example files are in Appendix B. With little modifications the same statements can be used
to' perform p +-triggering. However, there is a little difference because I-V curves resulting
from p+ -triggering are more difficult to trace. Therefore n+-triggering will more often succeed.
After the four mentioned methods, s.s. continuation is used to decrease the supply voltage and
reach the holding point.
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4. RESULTS
Section 4.1 presents the latch-up performance data obtained from.the initial simulation. The
initial simulations are performed before the application of the modifications mentioned in
section 3. Section 4.2 presents the holding voltage and trigger currents obtained from
simulations performed with the modified TSUPREM-4 and MEDICI input files.
4.1 Initial results
Figure 4.1 presents the holding voltage and p+-trigger current versus the n+/p+-spacing for a
CMOS processed on a epi wafer (black line) and on a bulk wafer with an 3e13cm- J /1.8MeV
BILL!. The agreement between the initial simulation results in figure 4.1 and the results from
measurements depicted in figure 4.2 and figure 4.4 is poor.
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Figure 4.1 Initial results, holding voltage and p+-trigger current vs n+/p+-spacing
4.2 Final results
Figure 4.2 compares the measured and simulated (dotted line) holding voltage as a function
of the n +/p +-spacing.
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Figure 4.2 Measured and simulated holding voltage vs. n+/p+-spacing.
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For epi CMOS the spacing dependency is much higher than for BILLI CMOS which is clear
from equation 2.1. The ratio R"pil~well increases much faster in the case of epi CMOS. In
case ofBILLI CMOS the resistance R"pil is much lower because of the higher boron
concentration caused by the BILL!.
Figure 4.3 compares the measured and simulated n+-trigger current as a function of the n+/p+spacing. The spacing dependency is about the same for epi and BILLI CMOS (Equation 2.2).
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Figure 4.3 Measured and simulated n+-trigger current vs n+/p+-spacing
The spacing dependency is caused by the relative variation of 13Lnpn which is the same for epi
and BILLI CMOS. The n+-trigger current for BILLI CMOS is higher because the BILLI
increases the base doping of the lateral npn transistor and therefore decreases 13Lnpn. The
results for the n+-trigger current are only qualitatively correct, i.e. the trend is predicted
correctly but the absolute values differ.
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Figure 4.4 compares the measured and simulated p+-trigger current as a function of the n +/p +spacing. In this case the spacing dependency is relatively strong for epi CMOS and very
weak for BILL! CMOS.
The strong increase of p+-trigger current with increasing n+/p+-spacing for epi can be
understood as follows, referring also to Figure 2.4 which shows the possible path for the
p+ trigger current
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of measured and simulated p+-trigger current
holes after a p+-trigger event. For a small spacing ~pil + ~well are both small. With increasing
spacing, ~pil will grow much faster than R.ub' forcing the holes to take the substrate path. In
other words, the shunt function of the substrate becomes more effective, decreasing the
sensitivity to latch-up. For the BILL! case, there is only one possible path regardless of n+/p+spacmg.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A number of modifications for the TSUPREM-4 process simulations have been discussed:
substrate up-diffusion in case of epi wafers, LOCOS formation, As profile of the n+-regions
and the contact salicidation. These modifications have improved the description of the actual
process flow.
The TSUPREM-4 results have been used in the MEDICI device simulations to assess both
the latch-up characteristics of a CMOS circuit and the electrical characteristics of the
individual parasitic lateral npn and the vertical pnp transistor. The simulated common emitter
current gain of the V -pnp is in very good agreement with the measured data, which is
especially due to a correct description of the contact salicidation. The current gain of the Lnpn, however, is approximately a factor 3 higher than the measured value. It is suggested that
the simulated base current is too low because effects of interface states at the LOCOS edge
are not taken into account in MEDICI.
For the latch-up characteristics, a good agreement between simulated and measured data was
observed for the holding voltage. both for the epi and bulk case. The n+- and p+-trigger
current, however, only give a qualitative agreement.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
-We have assumed that the lateral doping profiles of the n+- and p+-regions are correct when
the shape of the simulated LOCOS agrees with reality. When lateral SIMS analysis were
present it would be possible to check this.
-The BILLI profile depicted in Figure 3.2 shows a strange interruption. This seems not to be
the case in reality. The continuity of the layer can be improved by the use of a oblique nwell
mask border. By this the base of the lateral transistor will be extended which can result in a
lower current gain.
-We have not taken the recombination at the siliconlLOCOS into account. It is caused by
traps at this interface and can enhance the base current of the lateral transistor.
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8. APPENDIX
8.1 Appendix A: General NORMAN input with TSUPREM·4 and MEDICI input tiles
S CIOO LATCH-UP
!measure
!concentration
!energy
!implant-dose

:microns
:atoms/cm A 3
:keV
:atoms/cm 3
A

@FACTORS

!nominal low high

FaContToJuncSpa
# FaNpluspplusSpa
FaContactWidth
FaEmToWellSpac
FaUnusedAreaWidth
FaEpiThickn
FaResistThickn
FaSubstrConc
FaEpilayConc
BLenergy
BLdose

0.30
2.0 1.0 4.0
1.2

1.0
0.3
4.0
1.7850
1.0e19
l.Se1S
2000
3.0el3

@SEQUENCE
!exp=nom
exp=3full
!LEFT EDGE OF STRUCTURE x is minimal
LET SeLeftOfStructure
0.5 * $FaNplusPplusSpa$ - 2 * $FaContactWidth$ - $FaErnToWellSpac$ $FaUnusedAreaWidth$
LET SeLeftOfNwellco =
0.5 * $FaNplusPplusSpa$
2 * $FaContactWidth$
$FaEmTOWellSpac$
LET seRightOfNwellco
0.5 * $FaNpIusPplusSpa$ - $FaContactwidth$ - $FaEmToWellSpac$
LET SeLeftOfPern = - 0.5 * $FaNplusPplusSpa$
$FaContactWidth$
LET SeLocsLeft = - 0.5 * $FaNplusPplusSpa$
!MIDDLE OF STRUCTURE x is zero
LET SeLocsRight = 0.5 * $FaNpluspplusSpa$
LET SeRightOfNem = 0.5 * $FaNplusPplusSpa$ + $FaContactWidth$
LET SeLeftOfPwellco = 0.5 * $FaNpluspplusSpa$ + $FaContactWidth$ + $FaEmTOWellSpac$
LET SeRightOfPwellco = 0.5 * $FaNplusPplusSpa$ + 2 * $FaContactWidth$ + $FaEmToWellSpac$
LET seRightOfStructure
0.5 * $FaNpIuspplusSpa$ + 2* $FaContactWidth$ + $FaEmToWellSpac$ +
$FaUnusedAreaWidth$
!RIGHT EDGE OF STRUCTURE x is maximal

=-

process
make deck=lu.medici
MOVE
SYS
COPY
MOVE
SYS

Xl_$exp$.INP pr_epi$exp$.tsupinp
rtsu -c -t 300 -m 300 pr_epi$exp$.tsupinp
Iu.medici lu_epi$exp$.mdinp
pr_epi_n$exp$.tsupO NPlusTrig.tsupO
medici -L lu_epi$exp$.mdinp

MOVE
SYS
COPY
MOVE
SYS

X2_$exp$.INP pr_bil$exp$.tsupinp
rtsu -c -t 300 -E Aimplant -rn 300 pr_bil$exp$.tsupinp
lU.medici lu_bil$exp$.mdinp
pr_bil_n$exp$.tsupO NPlusTrig.tsupO
medici -L lujbil$exp$.mdinp

MOVE
SYS
COpy
MOVE
SYS

X3_$exp$.INP pr_non$exp$.tsupinp
rtsu -c -t 300 -E Aimplant -m 300 pr_non$exp$.tsupinp
Iu.medici lu~on$expS.mdinp
pr_no~n$exp$.tsupO NPlusTrig.tsupO
medici -L lu_non$exp$.mdinp

END

@PRO SIM=GENE FMT=DEC SEC=123
!DEFINITION OF
define
define
define
define
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RELEVANT PLACES ON THE STRUCTURE
SuLeftOfStructure
$SeLeftOfStructure$
SuLeftOfNwellco
$SeLeftOfNwellco$
SuRightOfNwellco
$SeRightOfNweIlco$
SuLeftOfPem
$SeLeftOfPem$
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define
define
define
define
define
define

SuLocsLeft
SULocsRight
SuRightOfNem
SuLeftOfPwellco
SuRightOfPwellco
SuRightOfStructure

$SeLocsLeft$
$SeLocsRight$
$SeRightOfNem$
$SeLeftOfPwellco$
$SeRightOfPwellco$
$SeRightOfStructure$

!GRID DEFINITION
line x loc~ 0.000
line x loc= SuLocsRight
line x loc= SuRightOfNem
line x loc= SuLeftOfPwellco
line x loc= SuRightOfStructure
line y loc= ' $FaEpiThickn$ - 0.15 '
line y loc= 10.000

spacing=0.2
spacing=O.l
spacing=0.2
spacing=O.l
spacing=0.3
spac ing=O . 4

!MIDDLE

!RIGHT SIDE
spacing=l.O

#1 INIT line <100> boron=$FaSubstrConc$
#1 epitaxy temp=llS0 time=40 boron= $FaEpilayConc$ thickn= ' $FaEpiThickn$
$FaEpiThickn$ / 0.1 '

!BOTTOM

0.15 ' spac=

#2 IN IT line <100> boron=$FaEpilayConc$
#2 deposit silicon boron=$FaEpilayConc$ thickn=' $FaEpiThickn$ - 0.15 ' spac= ' $FaEpiThickn$
/ 0.1 '

##########################WAFER START ########################
. CONFIDENTIAL
Comment BILLI-implant
#2 comment ============================= BILLI ====================================
#2 comment option 2 - High energy implantation through NWELL resist and IDCos
#2 implant dose=$BLdose$ energy=$BLenergy$ boron in.file=Aimplant irnpl.tab=fhg.he.boron print
. CONFIDENTIAL
Comment Save file for n+-triggering
#1 savefile out.file=pr_epi_n$exp$.tsupO medici
#2 savefile out.file=pr_bil_n$exp$.tsupO medici
. CONFIDENTIAL
Comment Save file for p+-triggering
#1 savefile out.file=pr_epi_p$exp$.tsupO medici
#2 savefile out.file=pr_bi1-p$exp$.tsupO medici
Comment Determination of sheet resistance and junction capacitance
electrical x= ' SuLocsLeft - (0.5 * $FaContactWidth$) ,
electrical x= ' SuLocsRight + (0.5 * $FaContactwidth$) ,
quit
@DECK name=lu.rnedici
mesh infile=NPlusTrig.tsupO tsuprem4 elec.bot
rename electrod oldname=l newname=prnos
rename electrod oldname=2 newname=nem
rename elect rod oldname=3 newname=pwell
CALL file=PHILIPS
MODEL TEMP=400
$Apply supply voltage
symb carriers=O
solve v(pmos)=3.6 v(nem)=O.O v(pwelll=O.O v(substrate)=O initial
symb newton carriers=2
method stack=lO itlimit=20 cont.stk
solve v(pmos)=3.6 v(nem)=O.O v(pwell)=O.O v(substrate)=O
•.. USE ONE OF THE STATEMENT LISTS IN APPENDIX B...
solve electrod=pmos continue c.vstep=-O.Ol c.vmax=3.6 c.imin=-l c.imax=l c.toler=O.Ol
stop
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8.2 Appendix B: MEDICI statement lists used for n+-triggering.
1:

solve continue electrod=nem c.vstep=-O.OS c.toler=O.02 c.vmin=-3 c.imin=-l c.imax=l
2:

solve v(nem)=-l tstep=le-8 ramptime=le-6 tstop=3e-6
solve v (nem)=0 tstep=le-8 ramptime=le-6 tstop=6e-6
solve v(nem)=0
3:

contact name=nem current
solve i(nem)=-le-l ramptime=le-6 tstep=le-8 tstop=6e-6
contact name=nem voltage
solve electrod=nem continue c.vstep=O.Ol c.vmax=O c.imin=-l c.imax=l c.toler=O.02
solve v(nem)=0
4:
solve electrod=nem vstep=-O.l nsteps=20
contact name=nem current
extract now express=(@i(nem)-O.2e-4) narne=nemcur print
contact name=nem current
solve i(nem)=@nemcur ramptime=le-6 tstep=le-7 tstop=3e-6
contact name=nem voltage
solve v(nem)=O.O
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8.3 Appendix C: MEDICI input to analyze tbe vertical pnp transistor
mesh infile=' tsuprem4 elec.bot
electrode name=bas majority y.min=O.75 y.max=O.80
rename electrod oldname=l newname=emi
rename electrod oldname=Substrate newname=col
CALL file=PHILIPS
MODEL TEMP=300
SYMB newton CARRIERS=2
SOLVE v(bas)=1.5 v(col)=O v(emi)=1.5 initial
SOLVE elec=emi vstep=O.l nsteps=10
extract expressi=@i(col)/@i(bas) name=Hfe
extract expressi='*@i(col) name=cstroom
extract expressi='*@i(bas) narne=bstroom
plot.ld y.axis=Hfe points x.axis=cstroom Aorder device=c/postscript
+ left=le-9 right=le-l x.logari x.length=lO.7 y.length=8.6
plot.ld y.axis=cstroorn absolute x.axis=v(emi) bottom=le-10 top=le-l
+ y.log Aorder left=1.5 right=2.5 x.length=lO.8 y.length=9.2
plot.ld y.axis=bstroom absolute x.axis=v(erni) symbol=2 y.log Aorder
+ unchange x.length=lO.8 y.length=9.2

s~l=l

plot.ld doping absolute x.start=O.5
+ device=c/postscript x.end=O.5 y.start=O y.end=2.4
+ bottom=le14 top=le22 y.log
+ x.length=15.2 y.length=11.4 timest
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8.4 Appendix D: MEDICI input to analyse the lateral npn transistor
$a cmos with a n+/p+-spacing of 2.2micron is analyzed
mesh infile=* tsuprem4
rename
rename
rename
rename

electrod
electrod
electrod
electrod

oldname=l
oldname=2
oldname=3
oldname=4

newname=col
newname:pem
newname=emi
newname=bas

CALL file=PHILIPS
MODEL temp=400
SYMB newton CARRIERS=2
SOLVE v(col)=0 v(pem)=-1.5 v(emi)=-O.4 v(bas)=O initial
SOLVE elec=emi vstep=-O.l nsteps=4 outfile=# tif all
extract expressi=@i(col) /@i(bas) name=Hfe
extract expressi=#*@i(col) name=cstroom
extract expressi=#*@i(bas) name=bstroom
plot.ld y.axis=Hfe points x.axis=cstroom Aorder device=c/postscript
+ left=1e-9 right=1e-l x.logari x.length=IO.7 y.length=B.6
plot.ld y.axis=cstroom absolute x.axis=v(emi) bottom=le-lO top=1e-l
+ y.log Aorder left=-O.B right=-O.4 x.length=IO.8 y.length=9.2 symbol=1
plot.ld y.axis=bstroom absolute x.axis=v(emi) symbol=2 y.log Aorder
+ unchange x.length=lO.B y.length=9.2
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8.5 Appendix E: Measurement of ~Lnpn
This measurement is performed by H. Kattouw and the Author. Measured are the gummel
and ~ plot of the parasitic vertical npn transistor under the following conditions:
n+/p+-spacing
Well/drain spacing
Contact Length
Temperature

= 2.2 J.lm
= 1.0 J.lffi
=20.0 J.lm
=300K

V(pem)
V(collector)
V(base)
V(emitter)

= -IV
= OV
=-1.5V
= -1.5 till -2.5V

The measured beta is plotted in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1 Measured common emitter current gain of the parasitic lateral npn
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